WILDEWOOD — J-1 work/travel visa holders from Europe and Asia were part of 80,000 students were part of the J-1 work/travel program. The program is privately funded and requires a cultural aspect to the employer and student, she writes the regulations that.ed and brings benefits to the ed and brings benefits to the
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Robert Bergeron, left, sits down during a press conference in the Lower Township Recreation Center on Thursday. He was awarded two Distinguished Flying Crosses and a Gold Star for his actions in the Pacific Theater during World War II. It was his first visit to NASW in 70 years.

Bergeron received his first Distinguished Flying Cross for heroism and extraordinary achievement while participating in aerial flight while serving as a division leader in a carrier-based bombing squadron on Oct. 13, 1944. Bergeron flew the Cushman aircraft.

“I’ll put it where my children and grandchildren can see it,” Bergeron said. “You’re talking about a genuine American hero, and I am honored beyond all thoughts to be allowed to present this to Robert Francis Bergeron.”

Eglin fired two howitzers at a target at NASW, one four and one one-mile range, approximately where the aircraft crashed. A congratulatory sign for the event was posted in front of the NASW Aviation Museum.

Friends and family members of Robert Francis Bergeron were also present. They were able to present this to Robert Francis Bergeron.

“Weatherman called the hearing a ‘bizarre’ because both Lower Township and the Lower Township Fire Department have similar names.

Both sides presented their cases, which were followed by a vote. The vote was 2-1 in favor of the applicants. Both applicants will be notified of the decision.

See Referendum, page A5
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Erma — Robert Francis Bergeron learned how tough-luck divers from World War II era. Bergeron flew the Cushman aircraft.

“Then I saw a second picture of him,” Bergeron said. “I love the face of one, continued Fitzgerald. “You’re talking about a genuine American hero, and I am honored beyond all thoughts to be allowed to present this to Robert Francis Bergeron.”
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